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0 of 0 review helpful The reader could do a lot worse By Customer Yes some of these essays are outdated perchance 
woefully outdated but even then the writing is superb and in terms of a collection of essays in terms of depth and 
breadth there is no one out there nearlycomparable But the reader should do themselves a favor and read oneof the 
expanded collections we much that is good has be Gore Vidal mdash novelist playwright critic screenwriter memoirist 
indefatigable political commentator and controversialist mdash is America s premier man of letters No other living 
writer brings more sparkling wit vast learning indelible personality and provocative mirth to the job of writing an 
essay This long needed volume comprises some twenty four of his best loved pieces of criticism political commentary 
memoir portraiture and occasionally unfettere From Publishers Weekly Starred Vidal s daunting career has 
encompassed 24 novels 11 essay collections six plays two memoirs and countless occasional writings This new 
collection is an entry point into this literary giant s work for a new generation of rea 
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